
 

Workflow - Other Tasks 

As new features are added to the system, they often start here until a more permanent menu/page is decided upon. 

Seed Directory 

 

This feaature exports specific data in a format that MCIA uses to create annual directories by by opening th files in a third party publishing product. 

I believe the product they are using now is “IN Design” 

Other Tasks 
This page serves as a catch-all for various functions that do not have a stand-alone screen. Often new features are added to the Other Tasks page 

before being fully implemented into the rest of the application. 

Tabs 

 Germ Schedule - This Table shows the schedule for Viability tests. By default it shows the schedule for the current day, and includes any 

test scheduled for a count that day(or being removed from Prechill). The system uses the Crop Rules to auto assign the date of first and final 

counts, but these can be manually adjusted from the Edit Viability screen. See Germ Schedule for more details. 

 

 Field Receipts - The Field Receipt is an email to be sent to Field Applicants notifying them when Fields have been received, and contains 

specific instructions/information or any other requirements set forth by the Lab/Agency. When a field is entered into Pure Harvest the 

“Do Send Receipt” flag can be enabled. This screen lists every field where the Do Send Receipt flag is enabled, but has not sent. Once the 

Receipts have been sent, the fields are updated, the date is set, and the Do Send flag is disabled so it does not get sent more than once 

 Lab Reports - This screen allows you to check the Analysis Report that PH has on file for each sample. It's useful for things like making 

sure A completed sample doesn't still have the Preliminary report on file. 

 PH Usage - The cost of using Pure Harvest is determined in part by the usage. This report is generated by Pure Harvest every night and is 

used to get an up-to-date count of the number of Samples/Tests/Acres, and whether or not they are billable by PH. It also shows 
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counts by test, and which ones are billable. 

 External Links - A simple form with the ability to store links that may be used by the lab/agency. Things like Google Documents, or links 

to the USDA PLANTS database, or Seed Images, etc. 
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